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GREEK KEY STRIPE
Three-inch vertical bands printed in crisp Greek key design alternate
with six-inch solid stripes. The majority of the palettes include lines of
metallic ink as well. This innovative approach to a classic is twentyfirst century and the tricolored patterns are quite refreshing; even
bold. Among the six selections is soft seafoam with pristine white and
mercury or deep industrial grey with white and slender bars of gold.

HIGHWIRE STRIPE
Calm, quiet and understated, with the look of fine woven cloth, this
wallpaper has a pattern of narrow stripes a mere eighth inch to half an
inch wide. The more slender of the vertical bands are embellished
with tiny blocks in alternating colors. Six possibilities include off white
with black and grey or denim blue with light blue and white.

LONG HILL
Stripes as thin as thread, increasing to an inch in width, create the
vertical pattern on this wallpaper. Always a favorite, ever a classic,
stripes can be incorporated into most any décor. This pattern in no
exception and comes in five handsome color ways including cream with
grey and tan or cream and white with both medium and dark blue.

INCENSE STRIPE
This versatile wallpaper has a neutral solid background with minimal
texture and bands of color from thread-thin to nearly an inch in width.
The open spaces are three inches wide and the stripes have an irregular
finish that contributes a semblance of cloth. Palettes include white with
denim blues and black or rich cream with coral and browns plus two
more.

SURFACE STRIPE
Not for the faint of heart, here we have stripes in heroic proportions!
Approaching seven-inches in width, this wallpaper pattern makes a
major design statement installed vertically or horizontally. Add drama
with stark black and white or enjoy Zen serenity with soft shades of
aquamarine. Three more color ways are also available.

JAVA JOURNEY
This unique stripe has the captivating naïve appearance of handcolored cloth; ikat, batik or tie-dye. The ethnic flavor of the pattern is
enhanced by the rugged woven texture and the trio of merging colors.
The vertical bands are slightly over an inch in width. Four selections
include a neutral tan, grey and white combination or a sunny yellow with
dove grey and white.

BOOTCUT STRIPE
As crisp and refreshing as a peppermint stick, this dual colored stripe is
a winner. Slender bands of color about an inch wide brighten the white
background. This versatile feel-good wallpaper could be used nearly
anywhere, from kitchen or bath to child’s room. In five palettes including
spring grass green or buttercup yellow, each on white.

DONNINGTON
Elegance and tradition marry in this timeless damask design. The
backdrop, formed by feathery acanthus leaves which intertwine and
fan into bouquets, is intersected by pinstripes and half-inch bands of
contrasting color. Select from four pleasing pastels such as the off
white, cream, beige and taupe version or cream and beige with misty
sage green.

3” WIDE STRIPE
Delightful or dramatic, cabana stripes always add excitement to interior
décor. This wallpaper features three-inch stripes in alternating hues.
Generally installed vertically, consider a bold horizontal statement
wall with broad belts of color. Among the six palettes is white with soft
neutral beige, soft aquamarine or perhaps metallic gold or silver each
with white.

LOVERS LANE
This wallpaper, with slightly raised stripes, mimics a pretty fabric with
bands in a variety of widths from a quarter to half an inch. The colors
tend to be pleasingly mellow with vertical striations adding a modicum
of texture. Several versions also have slender bars of metallic glimmer.
Among the seven palettes is peach, coral, gold, and sage green with
silver or beige, tan, shades of green and gold.

NORFOLK ROSE
In the romantic mode of floral wallpapers, this generous pattern boasts
twelve-inch wide displays of multicolored garlands alternating with
solid stripes. The classic garden genre is equally appropriate for a
conservative traditional home or a charming cottage setting. The four
pleasing color ways include a palette of cream with white, bright coral,
yellow and shades of green.

TURNING TIDES
The sea rolls on and on to break against distant shores, creating a
foaming frothy wall of water; or so it seems when you contemplate the
graceful bands on this lovely wallpaper. The backdrop looks like fine
textured fabric and the scrolling vertical design, three inches wide,
resemble Asian artistry. Select from teal with molten silver, greige with
charcoal brown or four additional color duos.

COZY UP STRIPE
The scale, colors and texture of this wallpaper combine to bring a sense
of whimsy and joy or a calm quiet restraint to a room. The yarn-like
rippled stripes run ceiling to floor in a mélange of either disparate or
tonal colors. Take your pick of five versions which include serene beige,
cream and white or celebratory yellow, green, turquoise and white.

HARMONY STRIPE
A warm mellow shade forms the backdrop for striped wallpaper
whereon the colored bands are as slender as string to no greater than
a quarter inch. The expansive field is pleasingly lined with several
contrasting hues. Among the choices are red, brown and black or bright
blue, aqua, and kiwi shown on a white field.

SANTA MARIA STRIPE
So very lovely; this wide stripe combines several classic elements to
create marvelous wallpaper that marries past and present. Eight-inch
bands in smooth solid shades are flanked with inch-wide Greek key
designs and three-inch ribbons of damask foliage. The result is a large
scale contemporary pattern presented in an array of tempting color
ways. Choose kiwi or jonquil with white and shining silver plus
three additional selections.

CHAIN STRIPE
Interlocking circles, ranging from less than one to more than two inches,
appear to be suspended before a solid colored wall. The uncommon
look suggests an oversize chain-link curtain; a contemporary
interpretation of a retro decorating element. The six variations come in
neat dual color combinations such as deep marine blue with mirrored
silver or ebony with Midas gold.

HARPER STRIPE
A perennial favorite, stripes enliven a room with color and line. This
example has lots of open space with touches of color achieved through
the addition of slender bars half an inch wide or less. Bringing another
interesting design element to the mix, some of the stripes are printed in
metallic inks. Among the five selections: aqua, green and silver on white
or gold, red, and black on beige.

DOWN THE LANE
An exciting gathering of vertical stripes, this trim pattern consists of
pencil-thin lines, quarter-inch bands and broad four-inch strips of color.
The tidy regimentation of the pattern is emphasized by the confident
contrast of hues and the glimmer of metallic inks. This spirited
contemporary wallpaper comes in five palettes: deep and medium blue
with white and brass, plus burnt orange with cream, cocoa brown and
gold among others.

